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My name is Lieke van Raan. 

I am a Dutch Design student from the TU 
Delft in the Netherlands. During my masters 
masters ‘Design for Interaction’, I developed 
an enthusiasm for innovative design that 
can improve the quality of the environment 
and people’s life. I’m interested to design 
for complex business, especially deeping 
into and coming up with solutions for 
environmental and/or social issues. I came 
to Norway to follow the course ‘Systems 
Oriented Design’  of Birger Sevaldson at the 
Architecture and Design school in Oslo, to 
learn how to cope with complex challenges 
and react on it, taking sustainable, cultural, 
social, organizational and economic factors 
into account.  

Summary

A shift in mindset
Today's  individualistic and consumer culture, as 
well as the industries and government focussed on 
economic growth, cause waste, pollution and overuse 
of natural resources, leading to climate change.The 
exact cause of climate change and other environmental 
and social problems is complicated and not due to one 
actor. We relate to this crises with the same mental 
framework and habits that contributed to the making 
of this crises. Therefore a change in the way we think 
about sustainability is needed: a shift from focus on 
individualistic well-being to collective well-being, with 
respect for nature and unborn generations.

Short-termism
On a more concrete level we can say that the 
government has a lot of power to stimulate a 
sustainable society, by regulating the industries and 
making it easier for citizens to live sustainable. But 
the short-termism of our democracy goes against a 
sustainable future. For this, the politicians need to 
work on a long term vision and the voters needs a long 
term focus when they decide who to vote for during 
the elections.

Conversations
To work towards a more sustainable future, a long 
term focus and a change of mindset at both the 
citizens, the industry and the politicians side is needed. 
Conversations about sustainability and the future 
of the planet needs to be stimulated, to strengthen 
democracy and on the long run contribute to the 
change of mindset.  

Platform
This project proposes a platform called ‘Face 
the future’, to prepare citizens for the upcoming 
parliamentary elections.

Stories about the future  
The platform will give citizens an idea what the world 
could look like in 30 years, when, hypothetically, one 
of the nine Norwegian political parties would run the 
country. Stories about the future are told in form of a 
podcast serie, a virtual reality experience and a movie, 
which also works as a political preference test. 

Effect
It will make a stand against the short term focussed 
debates and campaigns where lot of people base their 
vote on, and stimulate citizens and politicians to think 
more long term by experiencing and discussing the 
future world.
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1.
STARTING POINT:
GIGAMAPPING & 
DEMOCRACY
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SYSTEM ORIENTED DESIGN
 
AHO has developed a unique field of design focussed 
on designing for and working with the complexity 
of an issue: system oriented design. The way to grap 
the complexity is by firstly doing research as much as 
possible and mapping the explorations. Secondly is 
to develop solutions in an iterative proces by, again, 
mapping and analysing. 

The most prominent tool of SOD is the emerging 
technique of GIGA-mapping. GIGA-mapping is
extensive mapping across multiple layers and
scales, investigating relations between seemingly
separated categories and so implementing boundary 
critique to the conception and framing of systems 
(Sevaldson, 2011). In this project I used Gigamapping 
to collect and save all the information and knowlegde I 
found during design research and to find and visualise 
relations between all the different aspects. 

1.1 GIGAMAPPING

DESIGN FOR DEMOCRACY 

The theme of the System Oriented Design course was 
‘Design for democracy’. This theme stimulated us to seek 
innovation to support democratic processes in small and 
large scale. We have got the freedom to see ‘democracy’ 
in the broad sense of the world. A letter by Prof. 
Victor Margolin and Prof. Ezio Manzini to the design 
community, introduced us four different ways to connect 
design and Democracy:

1. Design of democracy
Democratic institutions and procedures. 

2. Design for democracy
Participate in deliberative processes.

3. Design as democracy
Participatory and co-design.

4. Design in democracy
Responsive to goals of democracy: human right and 
fundamental freedoms, transparency into institutions in 
ways that assure equality and justice. Transition towards 
a more resilient, fair and sustainable society. 

1.2 DEMOCRACY

Fig. 1. Me and my rich design space with gigamaps at AHO, Oslo
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2.
A LONG JOURNEY: 
EXPLORING
SUSTAINABILITY
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Fig. 2. Explorative map of Democracy and optional client 

Fig. 3. Explorative map of Transparancy and connections with possible client 

An optional client was given at 
the beginning of the project. In 
the first weeks I took this into 
account while mapping. 

2.2 TRANSPARANCY 
When starting the exploration phase, I decided to start 
diving into the topic of transparency, mentioned in the 
fourth way of connecting design and democracy by 
Margolin and Manzini. 

A map about transparancy 
made me discover 
the different topics: 
transparancy in the media, 
in politics, in consumerism, 
online, etc.  

2.1 THE PROCESS
Gigamapping as tool and democracy as theme was the 
starting point of my design research.  
The journey I took from here untill the final developed 
system I based my concept on, is documented by 
showing all the maps chronologically and summarizing 
the conclusion for the next step. The actual outcomes will 
be presented in the next chapter. This chapter is mainly 
focussed on the proces.   
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Fig. 5. Visual map of Transparancy and relations between different aspects

In a workshop lead by 
Linda Blaasvær we learned 
Visual Mapping. This 
different way of mapping 
stimulated me to show 
the negative and positive 
influences of the different 
aspects on eachother 
(working further on the 
topics explored in fig. 3). 
By exploring transparancy 
in consumerism I came 
across the topic of 
sustainability which 
triggered my interest.   

Fig. 4. Map of Brand transparancy, Political transparancy and Social Media. 

As the start of a ZIP 
analysis (Zoom, innovation, 
Potential) (Sevaldson, 
2012), I zoomed in on the 
topics: brand transparancy, 
transparancy in politics, and 
social media. 
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Fig. 6. Map of making the youth aware of the need for a sustainable future and the connections to the possible client. 

TRANSITION TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY
 
I was very excited I stumbled upon the topic of 
sustainability and my interest in this topic triggered me 
to dive deeper into it. A fair and sustainable society was 
also mentioned by Margolin and Manzini as one of the 
goals of democracy. Therefore I started exploring how 
the optional client could make youth more aware of the 
need for a sustainable future.  

When started mapping about sustainability I realised I 
didn’t know enough about all the different aspects that 
touch upon this huge topic. Here started a relatively long 
path of my journey to figure out how our society and 
industries are build in a way that they cause social and 
environmental issues. 

DEFINITION SUSTAINABILITY

I use sustainability in the broad sense of the world, 
talking about both environmental as social sustainability. 
The following definitions of sustainability are a good 
addition for my project: 

2.3 SUSTAINABILITY

“Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs.” 
- Bruntland Report for the World Commission on Environment 
and Development (1992)

“Sustainable development is a dynamic process which 
enables people to realise their potential and improve their 
quality of life in ways which simultaneously protect and 
enhance the earth’s life support systems.”
- Forum for the Future
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Fig. 7. Digital map of a lot of the different aspects touching sustainability

Fig. 8. Digital map of the transition from agriculture, to industrial revolution to sustainability revolution

A switch from analog to 
digital to get inspired in a 
different way. During the 
proces of this map, I broaded 
my knowledge by doing desk 
research: reading papers, 
news articles and websites 
about a lot of different fields 
regarding sustainability. 
Amongst others:

- Circular economy (Mac 
Arthur foundation, 2017)
- Flourishing business model 
(Flourishing Enterprise 
Innovation, 2017)
- Environmental Economics 
(Paul Andersen, 2015)
- Sustainable development 
goals (United nations, 2018)
- The definition of 
sustainability (among others; 
Morelli, J (2011))
- Driving forces for 
sustainability in the industry 
(multiple papers)
- The tripple bottom line 
(Slaper, Timothy F. and Hall, 
Tanya J. (2011))

2052 BY JORGEN RANDERS
 
By researching all the different fields regarding 
sustainability in society, technology, politics and business 
I challenged myself to see the connections between these 
fields. Birger Sevaldson recommended me the book 
‘2052’ by Jorgen Randers in which he makes a forecast 
for the next forty years regarding our economies,   
energy supplies, natural resources, climate, food, 
fisheries, militaries, political divisions and more. The 
focus of Randers lays in the following questions: What 
will happen to the consumer over the next 40 years?” 
and “Under what conditions – in which social and 

natural environment – will this future consumption take 
place? While reading this book, I have been mapping the 
information, which can mostly been seen in figure 8, 10, 
11, 17,18 and 19. 
This book has been the biggest source of information and 
inspiration in this project. 

In this phase of the project I decided to let go of the 
optional client, to be able to fully focus on the system 
involving sustainability. 

A positive introduction 
from Jorgen Randers 
about the development 
of a sustainability 
revolution. 
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Fig. 9. Analog map of the simplified working of economics connected to sustainability

RELATION BETWEEN SUSTAINABILITY AND 
ECONOMICS
 
Our economic system has everything to do with the 
social and environmental problems we have nowadays. 
By reading Jorgen Randers book ‘2052’ and additional 
literature I tried to get a global overview of the economic 
influences.

I extended my scarce knowledgde 
about economics and learned about 

the law of supply & demand, production 
and consumption, GDP, lifecycle impact, 
environmental economics, externalities 

and the cap & trade regulation.   

Fig. 10. Digital map of influence of economics on the environment

A digitalised 
and more 
structured 

version with 
additional 

information 
about the 

environmental 
consequences. 
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Fig. 11. Digital and visualised map of the ‘take, make, dispose’ economic model’

To make all the new information understandable for 
myself, I visualised the ‘take, make, dispose’ model 
and possible impact of this model. 
Mostly based on
- Book 2052 by Jorgen randers
- Article by Ellen MacArthur foundation
- Youtube explanation of environmental economics by  
P. Andersen

ERIC PETERSON 
 
When working on my project in a public area, I met 
coincidentally a renewable energy expert (Eric Peterson) 
with a broad knowledge and view on the economic 
impact. 

politics
government

business
citizens

the governments 
sets regulations 
and restrictions 
for the industry, 
for example: only 
renewable energy

Industry says: ‘Okay, but 
I have invested in this 
fossil fuel power station 
a few years ago so I need 
the money to recover the 
investment and the amount 
of money I would have 
earned. 

the people want a sustainable future, they 
need to push the government to make stricter 
rules for the industry and invest money in new 
technologies

governments needs 
to agree (otherwise 
lawsuit) but how 
to get the money? 
Raise the taxes. 

citizens have an 
instinct, a mindset, 
a default, to say no 
to higher taxes. They 
have to focus on 
making ends meet 

12
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Fig. 12. Digital and visualised cause-effect working between goverment, business and citizens

Together we digged deeper in all the information found 
so far and he explained me a cause-effect between 
goverment, business and citizens regarding regulations 
and taxes. 

2.4 EXPERTS
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DESIGN AND DEMOCRACY
Besides the experts mentioned above I used the 
knowledge and ideas of Ezio Manzini. Mazini came 
to AHO in October to give a lecture about Design and 
Democracy.  

PARADIGM SHIFT 

After reading the paper ‘Value platforms as compass 
in system oriented design for sustainability’ I came in 
contact with the writer Kristin Støren Wigum. A skype 
conversation with her gave me a whole new perspective 
on the topic. Kristin was working on a lecture about ‘new 
paradigms and values in design’ inspired by the paper 
‘Human systems sustainability’ from Hildebrandt and 
Stubberup. Both Kristin and Hildebrandt & Stubberup 
were talking about a paradigm shift: a change in the way 
of thinking about sustainability. They promote the idea of 
social sustainability in another way: Humanity’s survival 
depends on the way we think about sustainability: 

Fig. 14. Digital map of both the papers of Kristin Støren Wigum and Hildebrandt & Stubberup 

Another source of inspiration was the work of  Nynke 
Tromp, assistent professor af the TU Delft, and especially 
her talk ‘Disrupting Democracy’. 

The relevant information I gained from Tromp and 
Manzini will be given in the next chapter. 
 

survival is no longer focussed on the lone individual but 
now also on the species as such. Therefore people should 
take decisions with respect for life in all it’s forms; for 
nature and yet unborn generations.  How I used this way 
of thinking will be explained in the next chapter. 

Fig. 13. Skype 
conversation with 
Kristin Støren Wigum 
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2.5 INTERVIEWS

Fig. 15. Map of all the results of all the interviews

THE HUMAN SIDE
 
I gathered a lot of information and broaded my 
knowledge about sustainability from different 
perspectives. At this point, Simon Sandoval, one of the 
external tutors, gave me a golden tip: don’t loose the 
human side. Eventually you will design something 
for people, so talk to people as early in the proces as 
possible. 
I took this advise and interviewed 7 Norwegians, both 
men and woman with different age and background. The 
goal was to see were there are any design opportunties 
regarding the Norwegians’ perception towards or 
action for a sustainable future. The interview were open 
structured but the main questions were: 

- What do you associate with sustainability?
- Do you think you live sustainable? Why (not)?
- Who’s responsibility is it to make society more 
sustainable?
- Do you think democracy is the best governmental form 
to solve sustainability issues?
- How do you decide who to vote for during elections?
- How do you rank criteria concerned consumption of 
food and clothes (price, quality, etc)?
- What is your biggest source in knowledge about 
sustainability ?

RSD 7
I attended the 7th Relating Systems thinking and Design 
symposium in Turin which had as theme: challenging 
complexity by systemic design towards sustainability. 
Academics and professionals were giving their view on 

how systems thinking in design disciplines can help our 
societies, economies and companies to face the challenge 
of sustainability in complex environments. This was a 
huge inspiration source for this sustainability related 
project. 

16



INTERVIEW RESULTS

The 2,5 meter map below shows all the information 
gathered by the 7 interviews. The orange sticky notes 
show main conclusions and the yellow sticky notes 
display ideas to work futher on. 

Fig. 16. Pictures of 3 of the 7 interviews

Talking to people helped and 
speeded up the proces. It opened 
up a lot of design possibilities and 
the ‘human perspective’ was a good 
addition to the system.  

17



Fig. 17. Summarising map of all topics explored and the relations between them regarding sustainability

Fig. 18. Draft of digital map in fig. 19

FINAL RESEARCH GIGA MAP
 
Most of the research activities are described. To bring 
everything together I created a final reserach Giga-
map, shown in fig. 19. Two drafts (fig. 17 & 18) were 
needed to get there. In the map the most important 

2.6 A SYSTEM IS EMERGING

actors impacting the environment are: the Norwegian 
goverment, the business and the citizens, and the most 
important aspects between them: democracy, mindset, 
elections, media, consumption, capitalism, economy, 
regulations, education and innovation. 

18



Fig. 19. Summarising research Giga-map
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3.
THE SYSTEM  
AROUND 
SUSTAINABILITY 
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Fig. 20. Part of final Giga-map where the system is visualised

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Thanks to all the research activities, an extensive map is 
created with both objective and subjective information 
(fig. 19). By putting all the information together, different 
design possibilities appeared. In this report, I only dig 
deeper in the direction of my final design proposal. 
Therefore a final Giga-map is created (fig. 20) in which 
only relevant information for the final design direction 
is shown. In this chapter I will show and explain the first 
part of the Giga-map: my interpretation of the system 
around sustainability with relevant information for the 
design proposal. 

21



3.2 THE THREE MAIN ACTORS

CITIZENS

GOVERNMENT
INDUSTRY

In my system there are three main actors: the citizens, 
the government and the industry. A fourth actor is the 
media. These four actors influence each other and the 
world they exist in. In the map, the colours which are 
shown on this page per actor are used to indicate which 
actor is main responsible for the statement.

MEDIA

22



MORE AND MORE

UNSUSTAINABLE 
LIFESTYLE

NO WORRIES

INDIVIDUALISTIC 
AND CONSUMER 

LIFESTYLE

People live in a 
society build on and 

used to unsustainable 
environments and 

habits. 

People live in a 
consumer culture: 
spending money 

on material goods 
to attain a lifestyle 

in a capitalist 
economy. 

Lack of opportunities for and 
information about sustainable 

alternatives.

The fear for war 
has faded, with 

less and less WO2 
survivors alive.

Cheapness focussed 
consumption.

The safetynet in 
Norway is big, so 
there is no fear 
to fail and no 

incentive to thrive.

 The oil business gave 
Norway so much money, 
that   a ‘lazy’ generation has 
developed, profitting from the 
wealth of their parents and 
grandparents .

Media is used for 
advertisement and 

marketing, to tell people 
what they really ‘need’.

Norwegians are too wealthy 
to see direct influence of a 

unsustainable lifestyle.

The society emphasize a lot on 
individual sustainable action: 

suggestions to green your house and 
office, change your habits and buy 

sustainable products.

Quality of life is so high 
that people don’t worry 

about the future. 

CITIZENS

3.3 THE CITIZENS

The citizens are to a great extent influenced by the 
culture they life in. In the western world we have an 
individualistic and consumer lifestyle. The current 
societies are built on and used to unsustainable habits. 
Living a conscious and sustainable life requires a lot 
of time, effort and money. People are used to consume 
daily. The society and culture is quite individualistic; we 
are self-reliant instead of interdependent. The society 
emphasizes a lot on individual sustainable action: 
suggestions to green your house and office, change 
your habits and buy sustainable products. Even though, 

"The culture tells us to think of ourselves as 
consumers instead of citizens and as self-reliant 
instead of interdependent" - Lukacs, M. (2017) 

The mindset of the citizens 
towards sustainability is 
influenced	by	the	society	
and culture they live in.

in Norway the quality of life is high, so high that the 
average person doesn’t worry that much about the 
future.

Living a conscious and sustainable 
life requires a lot of time, effort and 
money. The non-sustainable option 
is often more affordable and easier 

accesible.

‘We are wealthy enough to 
avoid the short term impact 
of not living sustainable’ - 
Hanne, 24 
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3.4 THE MEDIA
The media is as an interplay between citizens, 
government and industry. It has an entertainment but 
also educating role for the citizens. Because a lot of 
traditional media is commercialised, partly money is 
deciding how the citizens get educated. The filter bubble 
on social media seperates users from information that 
disagreees with their own viewpoints and this gives 

a distorted world view. (Social) media influences the 
(consumer) culture and the values of the society. It is 
used for advertisment and marketing, telling the people 
what they really ‘need’. But social media gives the 
people also a lot of power: it is very easy to support or 
protest against governmental plans.  

MEDIA

(Social)	media	influences	the	
(consumer) culture and values 
of society.

Protest
Social media gives the 
people a lot of power 
to protest against or 

support governmental 
plans easily.

Educating
Goverment has 

the opportunity to 
educate the people, 

using the media.

Filter bubble
Filter bubble on social media 

gives people a distorted 
world view: users are 

separated from information 
that disagrees with their 

viewpoints. 

Commercialised
A lot of media is 

based on advertisment 
and marketing, it's 

commercialised: money 
is deciding how media 

educates the people. 

CITIZENS

GOVERNMENT

INDUSTRY

INDIVIDUALISTIC 
AND CONSUMER 

LIFESTYLE

Media is used for 
advertisement and 

marketing, to tell people 
what they really ‘need’.
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A governmental 
sustainable decision could 

be to put externalities in 
the price, for example 
increasing carbon tax. 

GOVERNMENT

OIL INDUSTRY

REGULATIONS

STIMULATE 
ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

INVEST IN NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES

Norwegians' perception of 
the government is that it 
is stable but also slow in 

making changes. 

Legislation
Command-and-

control environment 
legislation: 

Governement makes 
laws & sanctions 

for business to act 
sustainable. 

Forcing business to 
operate more sustainable 

has often 'negative' 
consequences for 

citizens, such as paying 
more taxes. Political 

parties can be afraid to 
not be re-elected when 
making decisions which 
are unfavorable for the 

citizens. 

3.5 THE GOVERNMENT
The government has a big power to influence the future 
and the sustainability level of the country in different 
ways. Firstly, the parlement can make sustainable 
decisions, such as reducing oil drilling or increasing 
the carbox tax. Although, the government has vested 
interest in a lot of non-sustainable businesses. Another 
way of influence, is to regulate the business. By laws and 
sanctions it can push industries to act more sustainable, 
but these decisions often have often ‘negative’ 
consequences for citizens, such as paying more taxes. 
Political parties can be afraid to not be re-elected when 
making decision which are unfavorable for the citizens.
Besides this fear, the government stimulates economic 
growth (despite the fact that economic growth generate 
more climate change) because it’s postive for the 
wealth of the country, creates jobs and takes in more 
taxes. A third layer of influence is the investment of 
the government in education and research in order to 
develop new technologies to create sustainable industries 
and to make it easier and accesible for everyone to 

INDUSTRYCITIZENS

Vested interest 

(Sustainable) decisions 
The government has to make 
decisions that influence the 
world, such as continuing or 
quiting oil drilling.

live sustainable. The last way of influence, is that the 
goverment has an educating role towards the citizens 
and can make citizens more aware of the consequences of 
consumption and unsustainable lifestyle.         

Educating
Goverment 

has the 
opportunity 

to educate the 
people, using 

the media.

‘It is the governments job 
to lay the groundwork 
and fund educational 
programs to develop new 
technologies, to make it 
easier for people to live 
sustainable ’ - Paul, 25

‘Flying is for 
example way too 
cheap, government 
should regulate 
that’ - Einar, 49
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3.6 THE INDUSTRY
The industry has the biggest influence on a 
environmental (un)sustainable future, at least on global 
warming. Just 100 companies worldwide are responsible 
for 71% of global emissions (CDP Carbon Majors Report 
2017). A relatively small number of fossil fuel producers 
and their investors could hold the key to tackling climate 
change.  The business of producing oil, gas or coals has 
the biggest impact on global gas emmisions. 

Industry has also a huge influence on the unsustainable 
lifestyle of the citizens: the non-sustainable option is 
often more affordable and easier accesible. Besides 
that, there is no transparancy about the impact and 
production of product/service. Also, marketing is 
used to promote the perception that an organization’s 
products, aims or policies are environmentally friendly: 
greenwashing.  

Consumers want products as cheap as possible, because 
products are offered extremely cheap these days; supply 
and demand. Businesses make their production chain as 
cheap as possbile, which results in a non-sustainable way 
of producing, waste and violating human rights in less 
developed countries.

INDUSTRY

OIL INDUSTRY

NON-SUSTAINABLE 
WAY OF OPERATING

Just 100 companies worldwide are 
responsible for 71% of global emissions.

The business of producing 
oil, gas or coal has the biggest 
impact on global warming 
emmisions.

Greenwashing: marketing is 
used to promote the perception 
that an organization's 
products, aims or policies are 
environmentally friendly.

Consumers have 
influence on the industry 
by changing the demand.

As cheap as possible

Focus on economic growth. 

FOUCS ON ECONOMIC GROWTH

26



Climate change

WASTE, POLLUTION 
& OVERUSE OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES

CITIZENS

GOVERNMENT

INDUSTRY

MEDIA

3.7 CLIMATE CHANGE
The interplay between citizens, government and 
industry, strenghtened by the media, has a serious 
negative effect: climate change. Today’s  individualistic 
and consumer culture, as well as the industries and 
government focussed on economic growth, cause waste, 
pollution and overuse of natural resources leading to 
global warming.

27



As we have seen in the previous sections, the cause of 
climate change is complicated and not due to one actor. 
Therefore, it is hard to say what needs to change first 
to work towards a sustainable future. The economics, 
industry and culture; everything is interwoven and 
influencing each other; all isues are part of a larger 
interconnected system. Climate change but also 
population explosion, increase of inequality, economies 
spinning out of control, loss of biodiversity, the overuse 
of natural resources. We relate to all these crisesses with 
the same mental framework and habits that contributed 
to the making of this crises (Hildebrant & Stubberup, 
2016) . Here comes in the idea of Hildebrandt & 
Stubberup of the need for a paradigm shift: a change in 
the way of thinking about sustainability. In their work 
they quote Johan Rockström:

‘We humans, have become such a massive source of global 
change that we now constitute a geological-size force on the 
planet. Humanity’s very survival depends on a deep shift 
in the way we think about natural resources, energy use, 
pollution, fairness and sustainability.’ - Johan Rockström

Survival is no longer focussed on the lone individual but 
now also on the species as such. Therefore people should 
take decisions with respect for life in all it’s forms; for 
nature and yet unborn generations.

Climate change threatens 
not only the health of the 

planet and it's species 
but also the survival of 

human kind.

Climate change

From individualism
to collectivism.

CHANGE OF MINDSET

A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Shift	from	focus	on	individualistic	
well-being to collective well-being, 
with respect for nature and unborn 
generations.

‘I therefore predict that by 2052 there 
will be a number of influential people 
who will take it for granted that the 
well- being of the whole system is just 
as important as their personal well-
being.’ -  Peter Willis

3.8 CHANGE OF MINDSET

According to these ideas, a sustainable future demands 
a change in values in society: A shift from the focus on 
individualistic well-being to collective well-being. Also
Peter Willis wrote about this in the book 2052 by Jorgen 
Randers:

 ‘I therefore predict that by 2052 there will be a number 
of influential people who will take it for granted that the 
well- being of the whole system is just as important as their 
personal well-being.’ -  Peter Willis
 
A sustainable way of living, acting and thinking should 
not be something special or ‘good’, but it should be the 
new standard, the new instinct. Therefore, the mindset 
of the citizens, the industry and the government needs to 
change: people need to truly care about the planet, others 
and the future and act upon this. This is my first design 
goal.  
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A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

BUT WHO IS 
RESPONSIBLE?

'I see it as; For everything I 
do, China does it 100 times 

as much. It doesn’t feel as my 
fight' - Paul, 25 

‘Every country have individuals, what 
does the boundaries matter? No matter 

where you live, it just as important to 
do something’ - Kristin Støren Wigum

‘We want to do good but we 
are not always aware of our 

choices. We consume without 
realsizing it.’ - Einar, 49

‘It is not fair to give the 
responsibility to the citizens, 
because it's too difficult. For 

a lot of people, life is hard 
enough without worrying about 
sustainability’ - Eric Peterson

A part of the 
Norwegian citizens 
see the government 
as responsible for a 
sustainable future..

THE GOVERNMENT

..because the 
government can force 
the industry to change 
(by legislation) and 
can make it easier 
for citizens to live 
more sustainable 
(by investing in new 
technologies).

.. but citizens have to 
vote for the right people. 

3.9 WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
During the interviews I did with Norwegians, I asked 
them ‘Who’s responsibility is it to make society more 
sustainable?’. I got different answers on this questions, 
some displayed below. A part of them mentioned that 
the government has the biggest part of the responsibility. 
I agreed on this,  because the government has the 
power to force the industry to change (by regulation 
and legislation), can make it easier for citizens to live 
more sustainable (by investing in new technologies) 
and can change or influence the culture and standard 

lifestyle of the country. My point of view is that every 
single one is responsible to work towards a sustainable 
future but the government can speed up the proces by 
making decisions concering a lot of different parties. The 
government is only going to make those decisions, if 
there are people in the government who wants to work 
towards a sustainable future. Therefore, the citizens have 
to vote for the ‘right’ people. As one of my interviewees 
said: ‘The voters are responsbile because you get what 
you ask for’ - Einar, 49

‘The voters are responsible 
because you get what you 

ask for’ - Einar, 49
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Political programmes in form of 
debates and questionnaires.

Political campaigns in (social) 
media and public spaces.

.. but citizens have to 
vote for the right people. 

+

3.10 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS

Based on

CURRENT POLITICAL PROGRAMMES  AND 
CAMPAIGNS ARE FOCUSSED ON:

2. Short term 
instead of long 
term

1.	Personal	benefits	
instead of collective 
benefits

3. The opponents 
instead of educating 
citizens

The voters have power to get the ‘right’ people in 
the government. According to the interviews, most 
Norwegians decide their vote by listening to debates in 
the weeks before the elections or filling in questionaires 
to test your polital preference. Also political campaigns 

in (social) media and public spaces influence the opinion 
of the people.  However, there are three issues with the 
political programmes and campagins nowadays, shown 
below (Tromp, N. (2012)).  

Programmes consist of 
plans for the coming 4 years 
and politicians react on 
daily hassle and scandals 
instead of explaining a long 
term vision. 

Parties try to win 
voters by emphasizing 
the personal benefits 
for the citizens, for 
example paying less 
taxes.

Parties try to win voters 
by tackling the opponents 
instead of educating the 
citizens what needs to 
happen in the world and how 
they are going to do that.

SHORT-TERMISM

To work towards a sustainable future a long term view is 
needed. The government needs a long term plan and the 
voters needs a long term focus when they decide who to 
vote for during the elections. Short-termism is a problem 
which Jorgen Randers brought up in his book. 

Neither the capitalist system nor democratic society appears 
to be willing to sacrifice short-term advantage in order to 
create a better life for our grandchildren. - Jorgen Randers.
 
Changes towards sustainability will not happen 
overnight. Decisions need to be made that are not 
immediately beneficial for the people on the short 
term (but rather negative, such as paying more taxes), 
but in the long run. Randers emphasizes that global 
challenges, at least climate problems, could be solved by 
the technologies we have nowadays to cut greenhouses 
gas emissions. He explains that it will not work like 

that because human activity is dominated by short-term 
considerations. People want to see direct changes and 
results during the four year period of the politicians, and 
they don’t want negative consequences for themselves. 
‘The short-termism of voters will
stop politicians from agreeing on the type of
regulation that could easily steer our capitalist
markets to work for the social good – rather
than only for maximum profit’ (Randers, J. 2012).

The short term focus of our democracy is a problem. 
Both politicians as citizens, voters, should be more 
focussed on the long term view and this should be 
reflected in the the political programs and campaigns. 
People should be educated on this consequences in the 
long run, to understand sustainable decisions that needs 
to be made. This is my second design goal. 
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THE DEMOCRACY GETS 
WEAKER BECAUSE OF 

OPINIONS BASED ON A 
FILTER BUBBLE.

FILTER BUBBLE

“To vote as citizens, you need an opinion. 
Nowadays, opinions are often based on digital 

media. People discuss political topics and 
exchange ideas via social media and people base 

their opinion more and more on information 
they get trough social media. But on social 

media, information is shown with a filter bubble: 
users are separated from information that 

disagrees with their viewpoints.  

DEMOCRCY WORKS AS AN 
ECOSYSTEM

3.11 FORMING OPINIONS

“Democracy works as an ecosystem: 
it is strong when there is diversity 

and complexity. Democracy is 
an environment in which several 
different contrasting ideas have 
to  find their way (diversity and 

complexity). Democracy is the place 
where this diversity can emerge 

and survive. The exchange of ideas 
feed the democracy and make it is 

resilient. 
- Ezio Manzini

We need to feed democracy 
by conversations and the 

exchange of ideas.

Ezio Manzini came to Oslo to give a lecture about Design 
for Democracy at AHO. Because we, as students from 
AHO, were working on this topic, we had the honor 
to ask and discuss questions with him. I asked him 
if democracy is the best governmental form to work 
towards a sustainable future. He told me the information 
below:

My third design goal. 
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4. 
CONCEPT
FORMING
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2. GIVE LONG TERM 
PERSPECTIVE

3. STIMULATE 
CONVERSATIONS

1. MAKE PEOPLE CARE

Make people form their own opinion by 
offline	discussions	and	conversations	in	

order to make democracy stronger.

Let people think about the long term future 
when voting, in order to see and understand 

what needs to happen short term. 

Stimulate a change of mindset in order 
to make people care about the planet, 

others and the future.

4.1 DESIGN GOALS

Based on the system described in the previous chapter, I 
developed three design goals.

Shift	from	focus	on	
individualistic well-being 
to collective well-being, 
with respect for nature 

and unborn generations.

Both politicians as citizens should 
be more focussed on the long term 

perspective. 

We need to feed democracy 
by conversations and the 

exchange of ideas.
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4.2 STORY TELLING
I wanted to design something which could contribute 
to all the three design goals. This was quite a challenge: 
To make people care, give a long term perspective and 
stimulate conversations. A presentation from J. Brand at 
the Haven Norway Ocean Summit gave me inspiration, 
he said: 

After his presentation I digged a little bit deeper into 
storytelling, which you can see in fig. 21. 

I learned that stories can trigger people on an emotional 
level and can at the same time be educating. Stories 
stimulate dopamin in your body, which causes more 
focus, motivation and better memory. Also oxytocin, 
which makes people more generous, creates more 
trust and more bonding, and endophine which makes 
people laugh and feel relaxed. These characteristics can 
be helpfull in reaching my design goals: relatable and 
engaging stories can make people care more (oxytocin) 
in a relaxed way (endorphine) . It should be a different 
approach than sowing panic which you see a lot related 
to climate change, such as the message in fig. 22. That 
triggers a whole different set of hormones, such as 
cortisol and adrenalin, which are not very helpful if 
you want to teach people something and trigger a little 
change in their way of thinking. 

Another usefull characteristic of stories, is that it can 
cross the bariers of time. Past, present, future; it makes 
the listener/reader feel like they are living in that specific 
moment, or at least, let them create empathy for the 
character who is living in that specific moment: ideal for 
giving people a long term perspective. 

I brainstormed about how to use storytelling in a 
design and came op with different concepts. To reach an 
audience as broad as possbile, I combined all concepts 
into one platform, which is presented in the next chapter. 

“There is a lot of knowledge, but it’s not out there, people are 
not conscious. We need to make people care! And storytelling 
can do this, storytelling can win the heart, heads and minds 
of the people” 
- Brand, J.  from E/one   

Fig. 20. Presentation at the Havet Norway Ocean Summit, Oslo

Fig. 21. Explorative map about storytelling. Fig. 22. Aggresive approach at the cover of Time, 2006
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5. 
FACE THE 
FUTURE
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5.1 THE PLATFORM

Hereby, I present you: Face the future. 
A platform to prepare citizens for the 
upcoming elections. The platform will 
give citizens an idea what the world 
could look like in 30 years, when, 
hypothetically one of the nine Norwegian 
political parties would run the country. 
Stories about the future are told in 
form of a podcast serie, a virtual reality 
experience and a movie, which also 
works as a political preference test. 
The base of the platfrom can be the 
website showed below, where people can 
find all the necesarry information to do 
one of the activities. The platform can 
be communicated like: ‘The elections are 
coming, so think about: Which future do 
you want. To help you make a choice, we 
present you: Face the future. Experience 
the future and be ready to vote!’

Fig. 23. The website of Face the Future

The logo represents an eye: to give a long term 
‘view’ and open the eyes of the people for the 
future world. The eyelashes form the two F’s from 
Face the Future. 
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Fig. 24. The activities from Face the future, shown on the website. 

The three main activites of the platform are a podcast 
serie, a virtual reality experience and a movie. How these 
experiences can be communicated to the public can be 
read below. 

5.2 MARKETING
The first step is the marketing. The platform should be 
promoted as a big happening, so that the majority of 
the people knows that there is something going on. In 
that way, more people feel stimualte to participate in 
the activities but also, there will be more attention for 
the short-termism problem and more attention for the 
election it self. On the next page, some advertisement 
examples are shown. 
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Fig. 25. Marketing for Face the future, for example as street advertisement

Fig. 26. Social media add for the podcast serie

Fig. 27. Webpage for podcast serie

Fig. 28. Advertisement for Virtual reality experience
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5.3 THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

To explain all the different aspects of the platform, a 
example of a customer journey is created, with sidesteps 
for more detailed information about the specific 
experience. This can also be seen in the movie I created. 

Meet Lars and Britt, Norwegian mom and 
19 year old son, living in Oslo. 

There is something new in Olso, 
which appears everywhere. 

Also Lars noticed it. 
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On social media, they see that the first 
episode of the podcast is released. 

They talk about it during dinner. They are 
curious. Let’s listen!

Lars finds the website on his smartphone and Britt on her tablet. There is a opportunity 
to listen the podcast directly or to download the podcast to listen later offline. 
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The next day, Lars listens 
to the episode on his way 
to school. It’s a 30 minute 
story about the day of a 
person who is living 30 
years in the future, in a 
world which could possibly 
exist if the ‘Senterpartiet’ 
would run the country.  

Britt listens to the story 
during cooking. 

In the evening, they 
discuss the story and the 
possible future in line with 
the ‘Senterpartiet. They 
are planning on listening 
another episode the next 
day. 
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1. PODCAST #FTF

Possible channels

ITUNES

STITCHER

YOUTUBE

SPOTIFY

AMAZON S3

SOUNDCLOUD

PODBEAN

PODOMATIC

FIRESIDE

 Short novels about adventures that might take place in 30 
years in the future, when one of the political parties would 
run the country. Easy accesible activity,  people can listen 

when- and where ever they want. 

Every 3 days a new 
episode released. 

40 Minutes episodes.
9 episodes. 9 parties. 9 futures. 
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A few days later, Britt reads 
in the newspaper that the 
VR experiences is opened.

She herself does not have 
time to go, but she tells 
Lars to go with his friends. 

After school, Lars visits the 
Nobel Peace Center in Oslo, 
where the Virtual Reality 
experience is opened. 
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In three different rooms are three VR 
experiences, possible future worlds in line 
with the Left, Center and Right parties. 

Lars will experience a day of 
a person living in 30 years, in 
a world which could possibly 
exist in line with one of the 
political tendencies. 

Three possible future worlds are created in 
line with the political programmes of the 
right,	center	and	left	parties.	A	voice	will	

guide you through a typical day of a person 
living in 30 years, in a world which could 

possibly exist in line with one the political 
tendencies.		This	activity	has	a	more	specific	
target	group	and	costs	more	effort.	But	it	
is also  a more engaging experience which 

will  create more noise around the platform 
(more word of mouth marketing, more 

conversations about the future and more 
attention for the short-termism problem).

OCULUS RIFT

HTC VIVE

Opportunity to 
drink coffee and 
discuss future 
worlds afterwards. 

10 Minute stories.
'Told' from the perspective of 1 person.
In exhibition space in Olso & Bergen.

2 .VISIT THE FUTURE IN 
VIRTUAL REALITY
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Brit hears about the big success of ‘Face the Future the 
movie’, which can help with deciding who to vote for during the 
elections.

Brit and Lars will try it as well!
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After watching ten minutes they need to make 
a choice. The choice has consequences for the 
storyline and the world the story takes place in. 

Lars and Britt discuss and make a decision. 
During the movie they have to make several more 
decisions. At the end of the movie, after several 
choices..
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3. WATCH THE MOVIE AND TEST 
YOUR POLITICAL PREFERENCE

A 90 minutes movie in which you 
make decisions for the politicians 
that	influence	the	storyline.	In	
this way you are testing your 
political preference as you are 
seeing a world which could be 
a reality in 30 years, when your 
prefered political party would 
run the country.

This activity is entertainment 
as well as informing, and easy 
accesible at home. It teaches 
people the possible long term 
consequences of the political 
programmes, and helps people to 
decide who to vote for.   

example: 1 beginning,
 8 questions, 9 endings.

Streamed via Netflix 
(already has the 'choose 

your own ending' technique) 
or other streaming platform 

such as NRK.
RIGHT
PARTIES

CENTER
PARTIES

LEFT
PARTIES
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The day of the elections has come. Britt and Lars 
have formed their own opinion by discussing the 
future worlds and have considered the long term 
consequences of their vote for a certain party. 

By showing long term consequences in form of 
possible future worlds in line with the nine political 
programmes, ‘Face the Future’ attempts to stimulate 
thinking more long term and change the mindset, in 
order to work towards a more sustainable future. 
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NGO
FACE THE FUTURE

MARKETING

FINANCE

PODCAST 
TEAM

online marketing

logistics

partnerships

offline marketing

NRK, Podbean, 
Spotify, Itunes

Broadcasting the 
podcast serie

 Voice actor

Narrating the 
audiobook

PODCAST SERIE

producing 
podcast

ADMINISTRATION 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PROGRAMME MANAGER

COMMUNICATION  

public relations

HR

FUNDING

Norwegian-Helsinki committee

works to ensure that human rights are 
respected in practice

National Democratic Institute

 works to advance good governance and 
democratic rights

International foundation for 
electoral systems

supports democratic institutions and 
practises 

Open society foundation

supports civil society groups with a aim 
of advancing justice

external relations PARTNERS

Norwegian Film Institute

Film Camp

Kreativt Norge

Audio & Visual Fund

Crowdfunding

Innovation Norway 

Other governmental funding

Film and media Funding Norway

5.4 THE ORGANISATION BEHIND 

MOVIE 
TEAM MOVIE

logistics

partnerships

Broadcasting the movie

NRK / Spotify 

Script writing and producing 
the movie

Norwegian	film	institute
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FORESIGHT 
TEAM

Analysis of political 
programs and 

viewpoints

The Research 
Counsil of Norway

INFuture Foresight 
Norge AS

Quantitative and 
qualitative data 

from past decades

(System 
dynamics) 

models

Governmental, Norway Private, Norway Private, Norway

SINTEF

Writing 
concluding 

foresight report

Foresight 
proposals

ESPAS (european 
strategy & policy 
analysis system)

ORBIS,	the	first	
global foresight hub

Advice

Control party

AT Kearney 
Norway

Strategic 
Foresight Group

World wide Think tank

Europian Union project

TOPICS FORESIGHT
Environmental: natural 
resources, food, climate, 
energy supply, species
Social/demographic: 
human rigths, equality, 
Governmental: democracy, 
military, political divison, 
cities, transportation, 
national security
Technology and science
Economics
Education
Healthcare

Global future 
forecasting 

methodologies

Experts (researchers 
and scientist) working in 
ecology, political science,  
industry, and economics

FORECASTING METHODS:
Framework Foresight
Causal layered analysis
Environmental scanning
Scenario method
Education and Learning
Delphi method
Future history
Monitoring
Backcasting (eco-history)
Cross-impact analysis
Futures workshops
Failure mode and effects 
analysis
Futures wheel
Technology roadmapping
Social network analysis
Systems engineering
Trend analysis
Morphological analysis
Technology forecasting

Advice

RESEARCH-DRIVEN, DATA-RICH AND 
MODELBASED FORECASTING

FORESIGHT REPORT

logistics

partnerships

VR 
TEAM
logistics

Xvision / Breach / 
Haptiq

Script writing & developing 
VR experience

ONE Bonsai / 
VR - house 

VR EXPERIENCE

partnerships

Nobel peace 
center Oslo

Location exhibition Rent out VR 
materials

STORY 
TEAM

storywriting

Private, Norway

PROGRAMME MANAGER The organisational structure of the NGO

The platform can be organised by an NGO of the same name; Face the 
Future. In this schema is a proposal for the organisational structure 
shown. On the left page, the financial support is shown and at the 
bottom of this page, the foresight proces is shown. You can read 
additional information on the next pages. 
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THE FORESIGHT

Foresight work
A lot of companies in Norway do forecasting activities. 
This is a field, developing more and more. It is used 
around the world for the strategic planning of companies 
(corporate foresight) but in the last decade it has also 
become used in policy-making in some European 
countries. 

There is an  increased professionalisation of foresight 
work. It has moved from being an activity used by a 
hand full of futurologists to being applied in established 
policy planning departments across governments (a 
study by Dreyer, D. and Stang, G. named: Foresight in 
governments –practices and trends around the world). 
The foresights methods get more and more standardised 
and are easier to apply to specific policy problems. 

One of the main goals of foresight in the government is 
to react to the case that political leadership is too focused 
on short-term thinking and too responsive to the election 
cycle, weakening it’s ability to take decisions that matter 
for the long run.

Foresights in Norwegian policy making
In Norway, the level of using foresight in policy-making 
is low compared to other European countries. Norway 
has not invested as much into government foresight 
work as other small countries in Scandinavia like 
Finland. In some countries foresight work by external 
consultants have been used in government planning 
processes. Norway uses arms-length research agencies 
with government connections rather than external 
consultants. The public policy foresight in Norway has 
historically been led by the Research Council of Norway, 
which operates closely to government departments. 

Also in Norway, the number of research groups involved 
in these processes is increasing, as is the degree of 
professionalism underlying these activities (Totland, 
K., Skuland, B., Lie, E. (2010)). Courses in foresight are 
given at BI Norwegian School of Management, at the 
University of Tromsø and at the University of Stavanger. 

Methods
Foresights are made by experts (researchers and 
scientist) working in ecology, political science,  industry, 
and economics. They use powerful analytics, deep 
capabilities, creativity and experience. Both qualitative 

forecasting techniques, based on opinion and judgement 
of experts, as well as quantitative methods, to forecast 
future data as a function of past data, are used.  The 
previous page shows several commonly used methods. 
For the book 2052, Jorgen Randers combined methods. 
He asked several experts to predict how the economies, 
energy supplies, natural resources, climate, food, 
fisheries, militaries, political divisions, cities, psyches, 
and more will take shape in the coming decades. He 
also uses global forecasting tools, external quantitative 
models and qualitatives techniques, using his own 
expertise. 
As he wrote himself:. 

‘I chose to use system dynamics thinking as the conceptual 
base, but starting with a “linear” (feedback-free) forecast 
of the central variables in the forecast. Then I included the 
relevant feedback effects through “manual iteration” at a 
later stage. In the process I used several other quantitative 
analyses (from the literature) to improve the quality and 
consistency of the forecast.’

Procedure Face the future
To create the nine possible future worlds for the concept, 
a democratic approach is chosen. One governmental 
party, the Research Counsil of Norway, and two private 
parties, for example INFuture and Foresight Norge AS, 
will write a proposal for the technical report about the 
future worlds (sources in the reference list).  A fourth 
party, another private company, will write out of these 
three proposals a final technical foresight report. 

This can be Sintef, the largest independent research 
organisation in Scandinavia with more than 1,700 
employees, also active in foresight work. Sintef will be 
controlled by a consultancy company with experience in 
foresight, for example AT Kearney. 

For help with creating the final report, Sintef can go to 
ESPAS, a foresight project from the United Nations but 
for accesible for everyone. ESPAS created ORBIS,  the 
first global foresight hub. It is the world’s largest library 
with prospective studies, to discover the long-term 
trends that will shape society (European Union, 2016). 

Another party wich can be helpfull is the Strategic 
Foresight group. This is a  ‘think - tank engaged in 
crafting new policy concepts that enable decision makers 
to prepare for a future in uncertain times’ (Strategic 
foresight group, 2018). The world wide organisation 
is founded in 2002 and include work of more than 50 
countries, across four continents. 
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Topics Face the future
As you can see on the previous page, the report will not 
only contain environmental aspects but also societal 
forecasts, based on the political programs, although this 
is harder to predict. 

Uncertainty approach 
The uncertainty should be clearly communicated to the 
users. The foresight is a possibility, not reality. You can 
read more about this in the discussion.   

THE STORIES

Storywriters will work in a team as part of the NGO. 
They will receive the final technical foresight report 
from Sintef and will create stories out of this. To create 
the three experiences, they will work together with 
script writers and production teams of external Film 
and VR companies. For the other collaborations such as 
the broadcasting channels, see the scheme on page 50 
and 51 and the sources of the different companies in the 
reference list. 

THE FINANCES

The idea is that most of the NGO is funded by the 
government of Norway, since the initiative the 
democratic system positively affects. This can be done by 
funds from for example Innovation Norway. The rest can 
be funded by crowd funding or film funds.  There are 
several different funds for film projects in Norway, see 
page 50 and the sources in the reference list. The NGO 
can partner up with different organisations working to 
improve and stimulate democracy, norwegian as well 
as global or european organsiastion (see page 50 and 
reference list). 
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... about the future 
planet, it’s species and 
unborn generations

CITIZENS INDUSTRY

1. MAKES PEOPLE CARE

2. LONG TERM 
PERSPECTIVE

More sustainable parties / 
politicians get elected

CHANGE OF 
MINDSET

A MORE SUSTAINABLE 
GOVERNMENT 

..will more 
likely make 
sustainable 

decisions, for 
example reducing 

oil drilling 

..will more likely invest in 
developing new technologies to 
create sustainable industries and 

make it easier for everyone to 
live sustainable.

.. will more likely create 
heavier regulations for the 
industry to act sustainable.

Change of mindset
This could stimulate a change in 
mindset of citizens, politicians and 
industries: a start in a shift from 
focus on individualistic well-being to 
collective well-being.

More sustainable 
way of living.

More sustainable 
way of operating 
business.

INSPIRED TO 
VOTE  FOR 
POLITICAL 
PARTY WITH   
SUSTAINABLE, 
LONG TERM VIEW

during the  four-year term

Citizens will be more aware of 
the long term consequences and 

they could possibly take this 
into consideration when voting.

Citizens will have conversations during 
activities with relatives and will tell about 
it to others afterwards. 

ENGAGING STORIES IN 9 DIFFERENT FUTURE WORLDS

5.5 THE EFFECTS These pages show the short term and ripple effects of 
the platform. More effects will be discussed in chapter 6, 
Discussion. 
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3. STIMULATE 
CONVERSATIONS

All politicians  will 
feel stimulated to 
think more long term.

More long term focus in

next elections.

The platform itself will 
draw a lot of attention by 
advertisement on (social) 
media	and	offline	marketing.			

A MORE 
SUSTAINABLE 
SOCIETY IN NORWAY

The platform will stimulate conversations 
which could help people to form their 
opinion more consciously, which can lead 
to a different way of voting.

Political parties will be more conscious 
when making their political program and 
debates and campaigns will spend more 

attention to a long term view. 

MEDIA 
ATTENTION

The media 
attention will 
draw more 
attention to 
the elections 
and stimulates 
people to vote.

Attention for problem
The media attention for the 

issue of short term governing 
will give a lot of commotion 

in the government, which 
will stimulate the politicians 

to react on it.  

If parties with a 
long term view 

get elected..

A MORE 
SUSTAINABLE 
FUTURE IN THE 
WORLD

A MORE 
SUSTAINABLE 
FUTURE IN 
EUROPE

DIRECT EFFECTS

RIPPLE EFFECTS

Norway as 
example for the 
rest of Europe.

Europe as example 
for the rest of the 

world.
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6. 
DISCUSSION
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This chapter discusses some considerations concering the 
concept ‘Face the future’.

Hard to keep neutral attitude towards all political 
parties
It is a challenge for the platform and activities to be 
objective and have a neutral attitude towards all political 
parties. This is needed to make the platform attractive for 
all the people and to help citizens in a fair way. 

Negative stories
The forecast is scientifically developed but will probably 
contain a lot of negative predictions, as in the book 2052 
of Jorgen Randers. The future stories need to be ‘realistic 
and objective’ but the activities cannot be too negative. 
This doesn’t stimulate citizens to use the platform and 
to have a positive attitude towards the future, see 6.3 
‘Creating the future’. 

Future worlds may be too much alike
The foresight is based on an analysis of the political 
programs. However, I don’t know if the political 
programs differ enough to have different long term 
consequences. The norwegian political parties don’t 
have very extreme programmes and this could result 
in a similar future world. This depends on the foresight 
reports created by the experts. 

Belief in foresight
Despite the fact that foresight activities get more and 
more professionalised and scientifically based, to ‘predict 
the future’ still sounds as fantasy to a lot of  people. 
If people don’t like what they see, they could take the 
attitude of ‘not believing’ and see the platform as a 
biased program.  

Involving political parties
The foresight is now created by one governmental party 
and three private parties, controlled by a fourth private 
party. It is also a possibility to involve politicians from 
all parties in a more direct way. Doing workshops or 
using forecast methods with participation could be an 
option. This would be a challenge, since the politicians of 
the political parties would want a positive future world 
connected to their party, to attract voters. How to create 
a realistic foresight together with people who think their 
programm creates the best future? That is hard. 

On the other hand, the activity and involvement of the 
politicans would stimulate politicians to think long term 
directly and would create media attention, with more 
conversations in the goverment and at the public as 
ripple effect. This would also prevent the uprising and 
commotion from the politicians, in case they would not 
be involved. 

6.1 THE STORIES
If the commotion would be a bad thing though, is also 
debatable. Uproar would give attention to the topic and 
would trigger a change in mindset.

Enough questions to give political preference?
During the movie, a serie of questions needs to be 
answered to evaluate the political preference. However, 
these tests normally consists of an amount of questions 
which cannot be asked during the movie, to not interrupt 
every few minutes.   

Which perspective?
The users need to identify themselves with the main 
character of the stories. But which perspective is the 
right one to tell the stories? Aspects such as age and 
background should be considered. 

Hard to forecast social behaviour
Climate patterns and economies are predictable better 
and better, with new technologies and forecast methods. 
To create good stories and experiences, also the social 
behaviour needs to be predicted, but this is very hard. 
The wrong image can cause uproar from the public.  
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6.4 CONCLUSION

6.3 THE EFFECTS

Enough attention in the campaign period
During the campaign period, all the political parties are 
doing there campaigns. An extra platform makes the 
battle for attention even harder. If this platform would be 
funded and supported by the government, it could get 
priority above the individual parties to get attention.

Threshold
The organisation of this platform with all it’s activities 
is an enourmous economical and organisational 
threshold. It is a challenge to collect enough funding and 
to persuade the government to support this platform 
financially.  

What do they do outside election time
This platform is active 3 months before the elections and 
needs maybe 2 years to prepare. What does the NGO do 
in the other 2 years of the 4 year period? A possibility is 
to work for democracy in the broad sense: help with local 
elections, inform people, support democratic institutions 
and practises, work together with other democracy-
focussed organisations. 

Creating the future
“The best way to predict the future is to to create it.” 
This quote is credited to both Abraham Lincoln and 
Peter Drucker, and has a positive message. However 
for this concept, it can have negative consequences. By 
predicting and showing the future, people could start 
to believe in it and will act according to it. In that way 
the future is influenced and almost created by the way 
you predict it. If that would happen, the future should 
be predicted in a very positive way, to work together 
towards a positive sustainable future.  ‘(How) Can we 
create better futures?’ would be a good topic. But the 
idea of the platform is that it is as realistic and objective 
as possible, to make people aware of the possible long 
term consequences of the decisions of today.  
The platform could be extended to show different, 
positive and negative future worlds, to give people 
different perspectives and in that way not ‘create’ the 
future. 

6.2 THE 
ORGANISATION The foresights are created in a scientific way but 

objective realistic foresights can result in negative 
stories. Negative stories can have negative 
consequences, when you would consider ‘predicting 
the future is creating the future’. Another important 
consideration to make is wether or not to involve the 
political parties in creating the foresight. 

The plaftorm Face the Future meets in a certain 
degree all three design goals. It let people think about 
the long term future, it stimulates conversations and 
triggers on the long run a change of mindset. This all 
in an entertaining but informative way. 

The project has given me as designer, a variety of 
skills, insights and knowledge about sustainability, 
politics, democracy and System Oriented Design. The 
project can be used as a conversation starter and as a 
trigger for other designers to design for democracy 
and a sustainable future. 
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